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Abstract
Cars and transportation system became an integral part of the human life. However, in these days, the energy issue is affecting 
the development of the car technology for becoming more energy efficient and environment friendly. One of the solutions is the 
hybrid car. This research is conducted to investigate how power train of hybrid electric vehicles works, in this paper we will 
observed power train drive system of the 2012 Toyota Camry hybrid .  Things that will be investigated is how the hybrid system 
works to split the power depending to the driving conditions. Within this paper, using dyno dynamics test  it will be investigated
also performance of important components in the hybrid electric vehicle, like internal combustion engine, and PMSM electric 
motor in their power train drive system.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Vehicles are essential part for human life. However, vehicle cause a big problem for the environment. Vehicles 
need fuel for operation, and the fuel is gasoline. This gasoline is non renewable energy, and now the oil reserve is 
getting low. This problem cause the price of gasoline to increase. Another problem is pollution. To reduce these 
problem, there are some solutions for vehicle development, alternative fuel vehicle, like hybrid vehicle and electric 
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vehicle. Indonesia, one of the biggest developing country, and have million units of vehicle, seek this problem to be 
solved by having an electric car development program. ITB as one of the biggest technology institution in Indonesia
that have this responsibility. ITB has built the electric car prototype, the recent program is researching hybrid 
vehicle.
Hybrid vehicle is one of the solution from energy issue today that demand efficiency of energy use. Hybrid 
vehicle is a vehicle using two different energy source for it propulsion device. These two energy sources are 
electrical source which is battery with electric motor, and gasoline fuel with Internal Combustion Engine for the 
propulsion device. This drivetrain produce less air pollution because use of electric motor. 
However, there is some problem, hybrid vehicle drive train system is very complex compared to the 
conventional vehicle or the pure electric vehicle. The drive train system is very complex due to the use of 
combination of two power train system, electrical and mechanical. One of the difficulty is how the power of the car 
is splitting, because of two different fuel system, special mechanism must be done in solving this problem. 
In this research, we test a hybrid car  that has been sold to the public which is Toyota Camry Hybrid to knowing 
how it hybrid system work. 
From the problems that we faced, we can describe some objectives of this research: 
x Investigate how the hybrid vehicle works, and how to reach it  maximum energy efficiency.
x Compare test result of the hybrid car with the specification given from manufacturer.
2. Hybrid Vehicle Explanation
2.1. Hybrid Vehicle Power Flow
Hybrid vehicle have complex power flow because of two different power source and propulsion device, then the 
hybrid system must have precise mechanism for achieving maximum efficiency. The picture below show the power 
flow diagram on the hybrid vehicle.
Fig.1 Power Flow diagram on Hybrid Vehicle[1].
From the picture above, can be concluded some work mechanism:
1. Power train 1 alone delivers power to the load
2. Power train 2 alone delivers power to the load
3. Both power train 1 and 2 deliver power to load at the same time
4. Power train 2 obtains power from load (regenerative braking)
5. Power train 2 obtains power from power train 1
6. Power train 2 obtains power from power train 1 and load at the same time
7. Power train 1 delivers power to load and to power train 2 at the same time
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8. Power train 1 delivers power to power train 2, and power train 2 delivers power to load
9. Power train 1 delivers power to load, and load delivers power to power train 2. [1]
Power train 1 in the picture is Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) with gasoline fuel in the real condition, power train 
2 is electric motor with battery for it energy source. Power train 1 is unidirectional, because it can only give power 
to load. Power train 2 can receive power from regenerative braking, and power train 1. 
With many operation mode on the hybrid vehicle, the flexibility is better than vehicle with one power train. With 
good configuration and control, best efficiency with little emissit ition can be achieved from each operation mode. 
However, on the real condition, there are problem on selecting the operation mode depend on many things, such as : 
physical configuration from drive train, efficiency from power train, power characteristic, etc.
Power from the load on the real condition changes because road condition, acceleration and deceleration. These 
condition can be seen from the picture below.
Fig 2. Load Power is Decomposed into steady and dynamic components[1].
From the picture it can be seen, there are two types of load, average power and dynamic power. On the hybrid 
vehicle, average power is supplied by ICE because it’s efficiency is good when supplying average power. For the 
dynamic power, electric motor is used for supplying the power, because it’s characteristic is good for supplying this 
power. Electric motor have big and stable torque characteristic until rated speed. Because of this characteristic, 
electric motor is a correct choice for acceleration condition, for deceleration, electrical power train receive energy 
for recharge the battery. Because of this combination of two power train on one driving cycle, total energy output on 
the dynamic power will be zero, then the electric energy capacity that will be used will be zero. Gasoline used can 
be minimized, when energy from ICE is used, as only ICE is considered a stable power that works efficiently.
2.2. Type of the Hybrid Vehicle




Series hybrid use electric motor for the main propulsion device with sources of power are battery and generator 
powered by ICE. Parallel hybrid use two main propulsion device which is combination of ICE and small electric 
motor. Series/parallel hybrid combine both systems for the source of power and propulsion device. In this research, 
we will use Toyota Camry Hybrid that uses series/parallel hybrid for its drive train, then we will describe how this 
hybrid system works.
Series/parallel hybrid or commonly called power split hybrid, combined with the other two drive train system. 
This system can give the advantages of the other two drive train system, while minimize their disadvantages. The 
advantages this system can give like the car can move by electic motor only, ICE only, or combination of  them. 
Generation function like the series system can be achieved too. For the easier explanation, this picture shows the 
series parallel drive train system.
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Fig. 3. Drive train series/parallel hybrid [2].
From the picture can be seen, there is a component named power split device connecting motor, generator, and 
ICE. This component is Planetary Gear set. On the next section we will describe on the work system of the series 
parallel hybrid system from Toyota which is named Toyota Hybrid Synergy Drive because in this research we will 
analyze this technology.
2.3. Toyota Hybrid Synergy Drive and it’s working principal
Toyota hybrid synergy drive uses series/parallel hybrid for it’s drive train system. This system transaxle is 
consisted of ICE, motor, and generator. This three component is connected by power split device. 
Fig. 4. Transaxle system [3].
In this transaxle system, power is splitted depend on the driving condition. In the next subsection, will be 
explained about this power splitting.
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Fig. 5 Power flow of Hybrid Synergy Drive in condition (a) start and low speed; (b) constant speed; (c) acceleration; (d) deceleration and 
braking; (e) battery charging [2].
x Start to low speed condition (a), ICE will stop, then car is moved by electric motor (A) [2]. 
x Constant speed (b), power from ICE is splitted by power split device. Some of it used to move the 
generator, which it’s output are the source of power for electric motor (B), and the rest of it is used
directly to the final drive [2].
x Acceleration (c), extra power is obtained from battery for additional power to the motor (A), while 
ICE is supplying the power directly to the final drive and moving the generator for the source of power 
for electric motor (B+C) [2].
x Deceleration and braking (d), motor with big output became generator with big output moved by 
wheels. Regenerative braking system transform kinetic energy to electrical energy, that will stored in 
battery (D) [2].
x Battery Charging (e), battery state of charge is controlled so that keep the reserve energy. ICE moving 
generator for charging the battery when needed (E) [2].
3. Hybrid Vehicle Explanation
To know about how the hybrid system work, we will test the car in the dyno test to know the power characteristic an 
how the power splitting system work. From this test, we will know the comparison of the performance from the test 
an performance Toyota claimed of.
3.1 Toyota Hybrid Synergy Drive and it’s working principal 
In this research, we will use Toyota Camry Hybrid 2012, that used hybrid synergy drive technology for it’s hybrid 
power train system. The following table is the general specification of this car.
a b c
d e
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Table 1. Toyota Camry Hybrid 2012 general specifications [3].
Mechanical specifications
Hybrid system Combined power Maximum output 151 kW
Engine Engine Description 2.5L Atkinson Cycle 4 cylinder petrol engine
Maximum Power 118 kW @ 5700 rpm
Maximum Torque 213 Nm @ 4500 rpm
Compression ratio 12.5 : 1
Electric Motor Maximum Voltage 650 V
Maximum Power 105 kW
Maximum Torque 270 Nm
Battery Battery Type Nickel-metal Hydride
And following table contain the electrical power train system specification of the car.
Table 2. Toyota Camry Hybrid electrical power train system  specification [4].
Design feature Toyota Camry Hybrid 2012
Motor peak power rating 105 kW @ 4500 rpm (disputed to be 70 kW)
Motor peak torque rating 270 Nm (667 Nm after speed reduction gear)
Top rotational speed 14,000 rpm (5,670 after speed reduction)
Generator specifications not published
Source of power to MG2 Battery and ICE via MG2
Boost converter output voltage 250-650 V dc output
Boost converter power rating 30 kW
Hybrid transaxle Planetary gear system used for speed reduction and power split
Ni-Mh battery 244.8 V, 6.5 Ah, 30 kW
 
In this hybrid system, there is planetary gear is used for splitting power on the transaxle system. The following table 
contain the ratio of gears in the planetary gear system.
Table 3. Number of gear in the planetary gear system [4].
Power split planetary gear unit
No. of ring gear teeth 78
No. of pinion gear teeth 23
No. of sun gear teeth 30
Motor speed reduction planetary 
gear unit
No. of ring gear teeth 57
No. of pinion gear teeth 18
No. of sun gear teeth 23
Counter gears
No. of drive gear teeth 54
No. of driven gear teeth 55
Final gears
No. of drive gear teeth 23
No. of driven gear teeth 80
                      Total deceleration ratio 3.542
With speed reduction ratio 2.478 which reduce MG2 speed and increase MG2 torque.
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3.2 Simulation
Simulation will be done by using Advanced Vehicle Simulator (ADVISOR) 2003 software. The simulation is 
done on real condition, with drag coefficient is about 0.28 and weight of car is 2100 kg (gross weight). First, 
simulation will be done is acceleration test. This test describes dyno test power run we will done later. Following 
figures shows the simulation result.
 
  
Fig. 6. Characteristic curve in ADVISOR software (a) Acceleration torque curve; (b) 9 Acceleration power curve 
From the figures, can be seen torque and power characteristics of transaxle system during power run test. On the 
torque curve figure, the showed curves are speed of car, ICE torque, MG2 torque, and final drive torque. The 
maximum torque of ICE, 213 Nm is not directly achieved at the start of the test, torque of the car is mainly supplied 
by MG2 with maximum torque from the start, 669.06 Nm (achieved after converted by speed reduction gear). And 
then, on the next figure, which shown acceleration characteristics curves, the showed curves are speed of car, ICE 
power, MG1 power, and MG2 power. Maximum ICE power is achieved, however, MG2 power is just 70 kW.
3.3 Test Preparation
Data will be taken by doing dyno test. The directly taken data contain : power, torque, and speed. With knowing 
power, torque, and speed on the spinning wheel, we will know the power flowing to the final drive, and then we will 
know power flow in the transaxle system that contain ICE, generator (MG1), and motor (MG2). With knowing 
power in each transaxle component, will be known tha maximum capacity of this hybrid system and it’s optimum 
work point.
4. Testing
This test was done with dyno machine for knowing how the output power of the car. Dyno machine work by 
capturing data through spinning wheel in the roller on the machine. The captured power will be processed by the 
machine and showed on the machine interface.
The dyno test is addressed for knowing how the no load power characteristic, and to  know how  the power 
splitting in the acceleration condition. However, to get this data, there is some problem that limiting the analysis. 
Following is the limitation of the test :
a b
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x Data capturing is only by mechanical test,  that is dyno test. Electrical data capturing can’t be done because the 
available device can’t capture  the data we need. 
x ICE power can’t be known because ICE rpm can’t be known. 
Dyno Test Power Run
Power run test did by push the throttle pedal hard until captured the maximum Power. Following graph show the 
power and torque output to speed on the power run.
Fig. 7. Power run test output.
From the graph, it can be seen that car maximum power achieved is 151 hp @ 105kph, with torque 150 ftlb and 
maximum torque 224.5 ftlb @ 60 kph, with power 124 hp. To To know how much speed and torque on the final 
drive or ring gear, we did this following calculation.
vwheel  Ȧwheel . Rwheel
with Rwheel = 33.4 cm
On the caclulation process, is known that the dyno machine have torque multipying factor (dyno factor) dor 
getting the power shown on graph. dyno factor = 6.432 
First, will be found how speed and torque on the final drive when maximum power 151 hp achieved.
vwheel = 105kph = 29.167 m/s
Ȧwheel = 87.325 rad /s
Ĳwheel  3Ȧwheel = 116.15kW / 87.325 rad/s = 1330 Nm 
with dyno factor 6.432
Ȧfinal drive  Ȧwheel . final drive ratio  (final drive ratio = 3.542)
Ȧfinal drive = 309.305 rad/s = 2953.64 rpm
Ĳ final drive = 375.5 Nm 
this mean MG2 speed past the speed reduction speed are:
0*VSHHG [ USPȦMG2 = 766.45 rad/s
When torque is maximum achieved 224.5 ftlb or 303.075 Nm at the speed 60 kph :
Ĳfinal drive = 539.64 Nm
Ȧfinal drive = 176.75 rad/s = 1687.8 rpm, 
0*VSHHG USPȦMG2 = 437.97 rad/s
Before the analysis, because the limitation of measuring device, the data capturing only by the mechanical test, 
then we will do the calculation on some step with assumption until find the best result. 
When the power is maximum 116.15 kW, torque in the final drive are 375.5 Nm. To know how the power 
characteristic, we will compare with ADVISOR 2003 software to know how torque and output power characteristic 
(figure 8&9).
On the simulation, when ICE reach it maximum power MG2 power is decreasing because of decreasing need of 
torque as can be seen in the final drive curve. On the maximum torque condition, majority of torque supplied by 
MG2. When power is maximum, ICE produced torque in the amount of 197.68 Nm, with ratio 78 : 30, then MG1 
torque will be 54.9 Nm and ICE torque will be 142.77 Nm will go to final drive. On the final drive when the power 
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is maximum, torque in it is in the amount of 375.5 Nm, then MG2 torque on the final drive is
ĲMG2 = 375.5 – 142.77 = 232.73 Nm 
and past the speed reduction gear
ĲMG2 = 93.9 Nm
then power of MG2 when the car power is maximum :
PMG2  ĲMG2 [ȦMG2
PMG2 = 93.9 Nm x 766.45 rad/s = 71.98 kW
When the the car torque is maximum, simulation shown ICE produced torque 205 Nm @ 4300 rpm. With 
planetary gear ratio, then torque 148.056 Nm will go to the final drive and torque 56.94 Nm will go toMG1. With 
knowing this torque, then can be known the MG2 torque.
ĲMG2 = 539.64 – 148.056 = 391.58 Nm 
and past the speed reduction gear
ĲMG2 = 158.02 Nm
then power of MG2 when the car torque is maximum :
PMG2 = 158.02 Nm x 437.97 rad/s = 69.02 kW
According to the specificaton from Toyota, MG2 maximum torque and power is on 4500 rpm or on the wheel is 
on 63 kph. On this test the maximum torque is on 60 kph it mean it’s near the MG2 maximum power 105 kW.
However, the captured data only 65.94 kW, and at the car maximum power, power MG2 is 71.98 kW.
ICE output power on the car maximum power condition produced it maximum power 118 kW on the car 
maximum power condition 116.15 kW, power in the amount of 71.98 kW is supplied by MG2, then the power 
supplied by ICE directly to final drive is:
116.15 kW – 71.98 kW = 44.17 kW.
Then rest of power from ICE to supply MG1 is :
118 kW – 44.17 kW= 73.83 kW
However, according to the specification, MG1 can only supply power in the amount of 40 kW, then the rest of 
the power for MG2 is given by battery. Battery alone have power rating about 30 kW, this mean MG1 rating is:
PMG2 – battery rating = 71.98 kW – 30 kW = 41.98 kW.
When the torque is maximum, car produced power 95.38 kW, power produced by MG2 to final drive 69.02 kW
so that power supllied by ICE to final drive is :
95.38 kW – 69.02 kW = 26.36 kW
With ICE produced power 92.3 kW, then power from ICE supplied to MG1 is :
92.3 kW- 26.36 kW = 65.94 kW
As before, because MG1 rating only 41.98 kW then power supplied by battery is :
Pbaterai = PMG2 – PMG1 = 69.02 kW – 41.98 kW = 27.04 kW
Maximum car power from dyno test is 116.15 kW or 151 hp, this mean power from test we have done is pretty 
far than the specification claimed by Toyota, which is 151 kW or 196.3 hp, which according to calculation, this 
power will be achieved if ICE and MG2 maximum rating is reached. According to the Toyota specification, 
maximum power produced by ICE is 118 kW. However, from calculation, ICE power used to final drive is 44.17 
kW and power supplied to MG1 is 41.98 kW that added is only 86.15 kW. This is happened because MG1 rating is 
too small, only about 41.98 kW. 
From this power run test, can be achieved some important point about car specification, following are temporary 
maximum specification of car :
MG1: maximum power = 41.98 kW
MG2: maximum power = 71.98 kW @7319.12 rpm, 93.9 Nm
ICE: maximum power used = 86.15 kW@5700 rpm, 197 Nm 
maximum ICE power to final drive : 44.17 kW or 57.421 hp.
From the car maximum specification according to calculation can be seen maximum MG2 power is 71.98 kW, 
and maximum MG1 power is 41.98 kW. Only ICE power is as same as power claimed by Toyota which is 118 kW, 
however, on the test ICE power used is only 86.15 kW, this is happened  because MG1 power is limited about 41.98 
kW.
Power produced by ICE that only 86.15 kW, its not  achieved on it’s maximum rpm (5700 rpm), because of this 
power is achived on lower rpm assuming the torque output is still the same at 197.68 Nm. ICE speed is:
ȦICE = PICE ĲICE = 86.15 kW / 197.68 Nm = 435.8 rad/s = 4161.6 rpm
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From this ICE speed, the drop rate of torque is too big only in small drop of speed, because on the speed 4500 
rpm, ICE produced by torque is 213 Nm, while at 5700 rpm ICE produced 213 Nm. This mean need difference 
about 1200 rpm for drop of torque about 15.32 Nm. This can be compared to the torque characteristic of Toyota 
Camry hybrid 2007 like in the following graph. 
Fig. 8. Characteristic of torque and power on Toyota Camry Hybrid 2007 [5].
On the Toyota Camry hybrid 2007, ICE being used is smaller which is 2.4 L than 2.5 L on Camry hybrid 2012, 
the similiarity is tey use the same high expansion cycle or Atkinson cycle. Because of this, can be done approach of 
characteristic ICE performance. From the characteristic curve, the big drop of torque is never happened like on the 
calculaton which i 16 Nm only in 338.4 rpm. 
Because drop of torque on the little difference of rpm is impossible in the atkinson cycle, then calculation to find 
the efficient work point of ICE will be done with assumption maximum MG2 power is 70 kW [4]. Following is 
calculation to find efficient work point of ICE :
ĲMG2 = PMG2 ȦMG2 = 70 kW / 766.45 rad/s = 91.33 Nm
past reduction gear, torque MG2 became : 226.3 Nm
This mean ICE torque go to the final drive is:
ĲICE(to final drive) = 375.5 Nm – 226.3 Nm = 149.18 Nm
With planetary gear ratio can be known total torque produced by ICE :
ĲICE = 108/78 x 149.18 Nm = 206.56 Nm
With maximum power produced by ICE 86.15 kW, can be known speed of ICE :
ȦICE = 86.15 kW / 206.56 Nm = 417 rad/s = 3982.68 rpm
From this calculation we obtained ICE torque is 206.56 Nm achieved at ICE speed is 3982.68 rpm. Drop torque 
to speed is more similiar to the atkinson cycle characteristic compared to calculation before. 
With knowing ICE output torque, can be known torque given by ICE to MG1 using gear ratio of the planetary 
gear
ĲMG1 = 206.56 Nm x 30/108 = 57.38 Nm
And MG1 speed :
MG1 RPM = (3.6 x Engine RPM) - (2.6 x final drive RPM) [6]
Rpm MG1 = (3.6 x 3982.68) - (2.6 x 2953.64) = 6658.2 USPȦMG1 = 697.24 rad/s
Then, MG1 power :
PMG1 = 697.24 rad/s x 57.38 Nm = 40 kW
Power received by MG1 is fit to the given specification. From this calculation, we get output power ICE is 86.15 
kW with power 46.15 kW go to final drive and power 40 kW go to MG1.
With knowing the efficient work point of ICE, then can be known car specification from dyno test :
MG1: Maximum Power = 40 kW
MG2: Maximum Power = 70 kW @7319.12  rpm, 91.33 Nm
ICE: efficient ICE work point = 86.15 kW@3982.68 rpm, 206.56 Nm
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From the data we  acquired, maximum power from the specification is not reached, this happened because the 
test is done on the no load condition, no drag and friction. From this conditon, the power of the car is not as big as 
the specification, then the capacity of engine and electric motor doesn’t need to be this powerful. The power of the 
electric motor just 70kW and ICE just 86.15kW. If the capacity of engine and electric motor not too big, then the 
energy requirements are smaller, then the car is more efficient. Otherwise, if capacity of ICE and electric motor 
don’t want to be changed, then the capacity of generator must be improved.  Generator rating must be improved to 
73kW, then MG2  can operate at full power because MG1 supply sufficient power supplied by full powered ICE. If 
the EV mode want to be last longer, capacity of battery must improved, then ICE doesn’t have to be working as 
much as current condition at low speed. 
We found how to do the dyno test the hybrid vehicle by using standard dyno machine. The hybrid car dyno is 
differrent because the use of two propulsion machine. In the standard dyno machine, the machine count the power of 
the car by reading the car engine speed. On the hybrid car dyno test, this method cannot be done, because of 
combination of two propulsion device. Then, to do dyno test on hybrid vehicle, we read the wheel speed, then with 
the count on this research, we can found power of the car produced, and the splitting power on the car.
5. Conclusion
Hybrid system can work efficiently by controlling the power split between ICE and MG2 as the main 
propulsion device. 
x MG1 : as the electric power producer for battery and primary for MG2 
x MG2 : as  the main propulsion device
x ICE : as the power supplier to MG1 and aid to the main propulsion 
Specification of Toyota Camry Hybrid 2012 according to the power run test :
x MG1 : maximum power = 40 kW
x MG2 : maximum power = 70 kW@7319.12  rpm, 91.33 Nm (claimed 105 kW)
x ICE : ICE work point = 86.15 kW@3982.68 rpm, 206.56 Nm (claimed 118 kW@ 5700 rpm) 
x ICE power to final drive = 46.15 kW
x Car maximum power : 116.15 kW (claimed 151 kW)
The test result shows that the test we’ve done is different with the data claimed by the manufacturer. This 
happened because the test we have done is on the no payload condition. From these data can be concluded that most 
of power used for propulsion is fro MG2(MG2 as the main propulsion device), which means the hybrid system is 
mainly operated as series hybrid.
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